SENATE ACTION

The Senate did not meet. The Senate will meet on Monday, March 20, 2006 (SESSION).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

ACR184 Wisniewski,J/Watson Coleman,B+2 Emerg. truck rules, extension-concurs

Bills Introduced:

A2855 Burzichelli,J Handgun purchase-concerns permits REF ALP
A2857 O’Toole,K Sch. bus-strengthens penal. for passing REF ATR
A2858 Wisniewski,J Insurers, insolvent-liab of policyholder REF AFI
A2859 Cohen,N/Wisniewski,J Insurers, insolvent-liab of policyholder REF AFI
A2860 Malone,J Corrections off., co.-arrest powers REF ALP
A2861 Burzichelli,J So. Jersey Port Corporation-adds memb REF ATR
A2862 Burzichelli,J Equine animals activities-concerns liab. REF AAN
A2863 Moriarty,P CATV-concerns programming and rates REF ATU
A2864 Green,J+14 Chiefs of police-concerns REF AHO
A2865 Stack,B Abbott dist. sch. fac.-site acquisition REF AED
A2866 Munoz,E Alternative tech. veh-estab bus tax cred REF AEN
A2867 Cohen,N Trusts and estates-principal guidelines REF AFI
A2868 Cohen,N/Stender,L+1 Human trafficking-concerns REF AJU
A2869 Diegnan,P/Prieto,V+6 DUI arrestees-hold in protective custody REF ALP
ACR183 Merkt,R/Doherty,M Leg, cert-amend consttit to limit passage REF ASG
AJR105 Chivukula,U Lyme Disease Awareness Mo.-May each yr. REF AHE

Motions:

A2813 AcaAca (2R) Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V Transp. Trust Fd. Auth. Act-concerns To Aa (Blondi)
A2813 AcaAca (2R) Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V Transp. Trust Fd. Auth. Act-concerns To Table (Watson Coleman)(47-29-0)
AR138/139/140 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Stender,L/Sires,A+7 US ports-opposes sale to Dubai Ports To Aa (Pennacchio)
AR138/139/140 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Stender,L/Sires,A+7 US ports-opposes sale to Dubai Ports To Table (Watson Coleman) (48-29-0)
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R) Karcher,E/Kyrillos,J+16 Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act To Aa (Corodemus)
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R) Karcher,E/Kyrillos,J+16 Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act To Table (Watson Coleman) (47-29-0)

Bills Passed:

A219 AcaAa (2R) Gregg,G/Conaway,H+3 Animal cruelty laws-concerns (77-0-0)
A374 Chatzidakis,L/Bodine,F+4 All electrical energy-concern production (77-0-0)
A496 Aca (1R) Bateman,C/Manzo,L+2 Abandoned/unclaimed mv-concerns (78-0-0)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

A497 Bateman,C/Malone,J+4 Co. coll.-concerns bd. of trustees (77-0-0)
A908 Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B Delaware Riv Bridge Comm-suppl compact (78-0-0)
A1053 Van Drew,J/Vessels cert.-proh. taking fish (77-1-0)
A1152 Aca (1R) Dancer,R Real prop. leases-concerns (64-9-3)
A1219 Diegnan,P/Barnes,P+6 Mun. court admin.-concerns (77-1-0)
A1423 Scalera,F/Van Drew,J+1 Wage disputes, cert.-concerns (76-2-0)
A1550 AcaAa (2R) Steele,A/O’Toole,K+4 Co corrections off/sheriff’s off-concern (78-0-0)
A1596 Aca (1R) Holzapfel,J/Barnes,P+2 Traveling sales crews-crim. hist check (76-2-0)
A1711 Aca (1R) Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J+8 Cemeteries-concerns mgmt. and operation (76-0-2)
A1929 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quigley,J+6 Animals, cert.-create emerg. plan (78-0-0)
A1957 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J/Stender,L+2 Traffic safety req-incl in bid proposals (77-0-0)
A2015 Aca (1R) Van Drew,J/Rumpf,B+2 Propane Consumer’s Bill of Rights-estab. (77-1-0)
A2542 Thompson,S/Conners,J+4 Higher ed. tuition assst.-concerns (78-0-0)
A2684 Aca (1R) Conaway,H/Conners,J Sch. Dist. Fiscal Accountability Act (48-25-8)
A2702 Sires,A+2 Port Auth. contracts-concerns transfer (78-0-0)
A2765 Caraballo,W/Stack,B+1 Child Advocate Office-concerns (56-19-2)
A2827/2037 Acs (ACS) Malone,J+9 St. Auditor-concerns duties (77-0-0)
A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) Caraballo,W/O’Toole,K+3 UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees (69-4-5)
ACR184 Wisniewski,J/Watson Coleman,B+2 Emerg. truck rules, extension-concurs (77-0-1)
AJR75 Bodine,F/Bramnick,J+7 Anne Frank-honors her life (78-0-0)
AJR87 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U Bipolar Disorder Awareness Mo.-April (78-0-0)
AR138/139/140 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Stender,L/Sires,A+7 US ports-opposes sale to Dubai Ports (77-0-1)
S168 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+1 Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance (63-1-13)
S834 Karcher,E/Palaias,J+2 Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic. (77-0-0)
S1047 Vitale,J/DeMarco,A+7 Dep. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns (78-0-0)
S1049/1472 ScaAa (SCS/1R) Karcher,E/Kyrillos,J+16 For Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act (70-6-0)
S1181 Sca (1R) Gill,N/Vandervalk,C+5 Foreclosure procedures-concerns (78-0-0)
S1248 Vitale,J/Madden,F+6 Sex offender-allow release of info. (78-0-0)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A148 Aa (1R) Vandervalk,C/Roberts,J+5 Foreclosure procedures-concerns SUB BY S1181 (1R)
A956 Munoz,E/Chivukula,U+7 Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns SUB BY S1047
A2249 Payne,W/Manzo,L+4 Sex offender-allow release of info. SUB BY S1248
A2464 Stender,L/Van Drew,J+2 Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic. SUB BY S834
A2678 Cryan,J/DeCroce,A Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance SUB BY S168 (1R)
A2853/1474 Aca (ACS/1R) Panter,M/Burzichelli,J+17 Fort Monmouth Econ. Rev. Auth. Act SUB BY S1049/1472 (SCS/1R)
S168 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+1 Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance SUB FOR A2678
S834 Karcher,E/Palaias,J+2 Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic. SUB FOR A2464
S1047 Vitale,J/DeMarco,A+7 Dep. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns SUB FOR A956
S1049/1472 ScaAa (SCS/1R) Karcher,E/Kyrillos,J+16 Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act SUB FOR A2692 (ACS/1R)
S1181 Sca (1R) Gill,N/Vandervalk,C+5 Foreclosure procedures-concerns SUB FOR A148 (1R)
S1248 Vitale,J/Madden,F+6 Sex offender-allow release of info. SUB FOR A2249

Bills Substituted:

A148 Aa (1R) Vandervalk,C/Roberts,J+5 Foreclosure procedures-concerns SUB BY S1181 (1R)
A956 Munoz,E/Chivukula,U+7 Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns SUB BY S1047
A2249 Payne,W/Manzo,L+4 Sex offender-allow release of info. SUB BY S1248
A2464 Stender,L/Van Drew,J+2 Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic. SUB BY S834
A2678 Cryan,J/DeCroce,A Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance SUB BY S168 (1R)
A2853/1474 Aca (ACS/1R) Panter,M/Burzichelli,J+17 Fort Monmouth Econ. Rev. Auth. Act SUB BY S1049/1472 (SCS/1R)
S168 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+1 Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance SUB FOR A2678
S834 Karcher,E/Palaias,J+2 Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic. SUB FOR A2464
S1047 Vitale,J/DeMarco,A+7 Dep. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns SUB FOR A956
S1049/1472 ScaAa (SCS/1R) Karcher,E/Kyrillos,J+16 Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act SUB FOR A2692 (ACS/1R)
S1181 Sca (1R) Gill,N/Vandervalk,C+5 Foreclosure procedures-concerns SUB FOR A148 (1R)
S1248 Vitale,J/Madden,F+6 Sex offender-allow release of info. SUB FOR A2249

Co-Sponsors Added:

A128 Prieto,V Recreation fac.-exemp. from cert. liab.  
A130 Prieto,V MV lines, cert.-revises
A148 Aa (1R) Conaway,H Foreclosure procedures-concerns
A177 Prieto,V Sr. cit. transp. veh-traffic req to stop
A191 Prieto,V Combat pay-excl. from gross income tax
A209 Prieto,V Small bus.-impact of rules
A214 Karrow,M Highlands Water Prot. Council-concerns
A217 Prieto,V Spam Deterrence Act
A233 Vainieri Hultte,V Tobacco vending machine-proh.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont'd)  
A250   (Gordon,R)    Toy Safety Act  
A263   (Prieto,V)    Digital divide pilot prog.-estab.  
A272   (Prieto,V)    Ambulatory care fac.-gross receipts  
A277 Aca (1R)   (Prieto,V)    Safe Haven Infant Prot. Act  
A286   (Prieto,V)    Emp fraudulent practices-emp rights  
A295   (Prieto,V)    Sept 11, period of silence-req pub sch  
A301   (Prieto,V)    FamilyCare prescrip. drug benf.-concerns  
A308   (Prieto,V)    Cell phone prov.-disclosing number proh.  
A374   (Diegnan,P; Gusciora,R; Prieto,V; Conaway,H)    Alt electrical energy-concern production  
A383 Aca (1R)   (Prieto,V)    Renewable energy devices-concerns  
A405   (Beck,J)    Sch dist budget reduction appeal-concern  
A496 Aca (1R)   (Conners,J)    Abandoned/unclaimed mv-concerns  
A497   (Diegnan,P; Gusciora,R)    Co. coll.-concerns bd. of trustees  
A464   (Vas,J)    Sex offenders-concerns  
A741   (Lampitt,P)    Leukemia, Lymphoma Society-vol. contrib.  
A745   (Van Drew,J)    Task Force on NJ's Pub. Health Workforce  
A859   (Whelan,J)    Dana Christmas Scholarship Prog.-estab.  
A914 Aca (1R)   (Handlin,A)    Mun. court admin.-concerns  
A919 (Schaer,G; Handlin,A)    Mun. border, major devel.-concerns rev.  
A956   (Conaway,H)    Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns  
A961   (Conaway,H)    Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns  
A970   (Prieto,V)    PFRS memb., cert.-death, disab. benf.  
A1030   (Prieto,V)    Skinner's Law-leaving mv accident  
A1035   (Prieto,V)    Sch. dist. contracts-annual report  
A1038 Aa (1R)   (Prieto,V)    St. police veh., used-concerns  
A1219   (Conners,J)    Parents-concerns safety pamphlet  
A1230   (Prieto,V)    ledge, Region-affordable housing  
A1311   (Prieto,V)    Drukt driv. off.-incr. lic. suspension  
A1312   (Prieto,V)    Incest-estab. offense  
A1324   (Holzapfel,J; Wolfe,D)    Vaccines containing mercury-elim. use  
A1361   (Prieto,V)    Telephone calling cards-disclose terms  
A1363 Aca (1R)   (Manzo,L; Beck,J)    Ed. Reform Task Force-estab.  
A1418   (Diegnan,P; Prieto,V)    NJBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions  
A1423   (Stack,B)    Wage disputes, cert.-concerns  
A1435   (Prieto,V)    Computer equip., donated-corp. bus. tax  
A1456   (Prieto,V)    Special auto insur policies-concern elig  
A1456   (Chatzidakis,L)    Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.  
A1488   (McHose,A)    Camp contrib.-concerns  
A1504   (Beck,J)    Loc. Bond Auth.-creates  
A1550 AcaAa (2R)   (Scalera,F; Chivukula,U; Conaway,H; Stack,B)    Co corrections off/sheriff's off-concern  
A1555   (Prieto,V)    Tech. training prog.-teacher cert.  
A1596 Aca (1R)   (Conners,J)    Traveling sales crews-crim. hist check  
A1610   (Prieto,V)    Infertility prevention, cert-insur cover  
A1642   (Prieto,V)    Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  
A1675   (Albano,N)    Organized retail theft-criminalizes  
A1702   (Voss,J)    Parents-concerns safety pamphlet  
A1705   (Vas,J)    Wages and benf-responsible bus practices  
A1711 Aca (1R)   (Steele,A; Cruz-Perez,N; Chivukula,U)    Cemeteries-concerns mgmt. and operation  
A1719   (Prieto,V)    Meadowlands Complex-concerns devel. proj  
A1747   (Prieto,V)    Sch. dist. budget cap-energy costs  
A1752   (Prieto,V)    Coll., full time student-income tax cred  
A1753   (Prieto,V)    Sr. prop. tax deduct.-incr. income limit  
A1771   (Voss,J)    Health svc. corp.-concerns surplus rev.  
A1839   (Gordon,R)    False info., env. laws-crim. penal.  
A1841   (Gordon,R)    Eniv. laws-incr. civil penal.  
A1860 AcaAa (2R)   (Scalera,F; Chivukula,U; Conaway,H; Stack,B)    Co corrections off/sheriff's off-concern  
A1866   (Beck,J)    SHBP-sch bd, incentive to waive coverage  
A1888   (Prieto,V)    Med. malpractice liab. insur.-concerns  
A1894 Aca (1R)   (Gordon,R)    Contaminated sites-concerns remediation  
A1896 Aca (ACS)   (Prieto,V)    Underground storage tanks-concerns  
A1897   (Prieto,V)    Underground storage tank closures-finan.  
A1926   (Conners,J)    Redevel.-estab. local tax to finance  
A1929 Aca (1R)   (Panter,M; Gregg,G; Gusciora,R; Caraballo,W; Fisher,D)    Animals, cert.-create emerg. plan  
A1957 Aca (1R)   (Conners,J)    Traffic safety req-incl in bid proposals  
A2012   (Rooney,J)    Campaign advertising ethics comm-estab.  
A2015 Aca (1R)   (Conaway,H; Prieto,V)    Phone Consumer's Bill of Rights-estab.  
A2089   (Prieto,V)    Telephone customer svc. practices-reg.  
A2098 Aca (1R)   (Gordon,R)    Innovation zone prog.-estab.  
A2134 Aca (1R)   (Gordon,R)    Dental decisions-concerns lic. person
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont'd)

A2249 (Chivukula,U; Stack,B) Sex offender-allow release of info.
A2282 (Malone,J; Handlin,A) Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal
A2464 (Conners,J) Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic.
A2514 (2R) (Conaway,H) Loc. govt. off.-concerns bond coverage
A2537/2656 (ACS) (Voss,J) Prescription Drug Retail Price Registry
A2542 (Chatzidakis,L; Chivukula,U) Higher ed. tuition asst.-concerns
A2617 (Truitt,O; DeCroce,A; Pennacchio,J; Rooney,J; Conaway,H; Hackett,M; Mayer,D; Watson Coleman,B) Song, St.: "I'm from NJ"
A2688 (Vas,J) Economic devel. activities-concerns
A2692 (ACS) (ACS/1R) (Vas,J) Fort Monmouth Econ. Revital. Auth. Act
A2702 (Vas,J; Chivukula,U) Port Auth. contracts-concerns transfer
A2728 (Burzichelli,J) Sch. bus driv.-inspect bus for pupils
A2765 (Chivukula,U) Child Advocate Office-concerns
A2779 (Kean,S) Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid
A2814 (Gordon,R) St. aid, pub. sch.-dist.-concerns
A2820 (Fisher,D; Chivukula,U) Insur. underwriting guidelines-concerns
A2822 (Quigley,J; Vas,J; Gordon,R; Sires,A) Medicaid recipients-long term care
A2824 (Quigley,J; Gordon,R) Enduring Freedom-scholarship prog.
A2826 (Gordon,R) Group Home Fire Safety Act
A2827/2037 (ACS) (Voss,J; Munoz,E; Bramnick,J; Conners,J) St. Auditor-concerns duties
A2828 (ACS) (1R) (Vas,J; Scalera,F; Vainieri Hutto,V) Cigarette tax rev. bonds-fd. cert. proj.
A2829 (Vas,J) Life insur. policies-concerns
A2836 (Beck,J) Transp Trust Fd Renewal, Enhancement Act
A2840 (Vas,J) Firearms, assault-second degree crime
A2841 (Vas,J) Firearms-concerns underage person
A2842 (Vas,J) Pub. office forfeiture-concerns
A2843 (Vas,J) First time home buyers-prov. tax cred
A2852 (Voss,J) Cigarette tax rev. bonds-fd. cert. proj.
A2858 (Manzo,L) Human trafficking-concerns
A2900/2818 (ACS) (Quigley,J) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees
ACR141 (Beck,J) Prop. relief/reform-special Leg. session
ACR184 (Vainieri Hutto,V, Holzapfel,J) Emerg. truck rules, extension-concurs
AJR75 (Karrow,M) Anne Frank-honors her life
AJR104 (Cruz-Perez,N; Kean,S) Ret. Syndrome Awareness Day-design.
AR100 (Gordon,R) Fairness, Asbestos Injury Resolution Act
AR138/139/140 (ACS) (Vas,J; Conners,J) US ports-opposes sale to Dubai Ports
AR153 (Vas,J; Gordon,R) Sch. emp.-become Community vol.
AR155 (Vandervalk,C; Handlin,A; Truitt,O; Lampitt,P) Sgt. Leigh Ann Hester-recog.
AR156 (Vas,J) Hurricane Katrina recovery-supports
AR184 (Vainieri Hutto,V, Holzapfel,J) Emerg. truck rules, extension-concurs

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2099 (ACS) (1R) (Prieto,V) Child in proh. sex act-comp. svc. remove
A2832 (Quigley,J) Driv. when lic. revoked-enhance penal.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A278 (Prieto,V) Building Green Building Tech. Task Force
A297 (Prieto,V) Maternity svcs-concerns third party pymt
A442 (Green,J) Bd. of ed. memb.-reveal crim. conviction
A527 (Beck,J) Leg., PERS cred.-desig. one position
A613 (Van Drew,J) Co. Corrections Off. Act
A751 (Prieto,V) Telemarketing sales calls, cert-concerns
A978 (Prieto,V) Bingo, raffles-revise statutes
A983 (Prieto,V) Zoning ordinances-concerns contents
A1137 (McHose,A) Meetings of pub. bodies-concerns
A1417 (Prieto,V) Firefighters w/cancer-workers' comp.
A1514 (Prieto,V) UFEZA-incl. econ. distressed areas
A1867 (Prieto,V) Sch. dist., small-share superintendents
A2035 (Van Drew,J) Water diverted for agric.-concerns
A2035 (Van Drew,J) Water diverted for agric.-concerns
A2134 (Prieto,V) Dental decisions-concerns lic. person
A2206 (Prieto,V) Teaching materials-exempt sales/use tax
Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont'd)

A2208 (Prieto,V) Vocational sch. dist.-concerns funding
A2431 (Van Drew,J) Sr. Gold Prescrip Discount Prog-concerns
A2472 (McHose,A) Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-auth. Sundays
A2675 (Van Drew,J) Pub. hearing/meeting website-maintain
A2677 (Van Drew,J) PERS-svc. cred., Prosecutors Part
A2678 (DeCroce,A) Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance
A2701 (Van Drew,J) Devel. proj., cert.-concerns approval
A2765 (Stack,B) Child Advocate Office-concerns
A2788 (Van Drew,J) Sick leave banks-sch. emp.
A2821 (Fisher,D) Site remediation grants-concerns
A2830 (McHose,A) Hunting w/bow and arrow-concerns
A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (O'Toole,K) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees
ACR102 (Wolfe,D) Leg.-incr. no. of yrs. in a term
ACR151 (Van Drew,J) Leg.-incr. no. of yrs. in a term
AJR87 (Chivukula,U) Bipolar Disorder Awareness Mo.-April
AR90 (Van Drew,J) Natl. Sr. Cit. Day-design, May 15th

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (Gordon,R) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A222 (Prieto,V) English skills, limited-no ed. test req.
A226 (Prieto,V) Disab. vet. tax exemp.-reimb. mun.
A302 (Prieto,V) Sept. 11 Memorial$/10M
A409 AcaAa (2R) (Scalera,F) Emerg. bldg. inspection prog.-estab.
A736 (Prieto,V) Prescription drug benf.-concerns
A838 (Van Drew,J) Core curriculum standards aid-concerns
A1640 (Prieto,V) Long-Term Care Partnership Act-estab.
A1742 (Scalera,F) NJT police off.-prov. cert. benf.
A1794 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Disab., sr. cit.-crime of victimization
A2015 Aca (1R) (Connors,C) Propane Consumer's Bill of Rights-estab.
A2099 Aca (1R) (Prieto,V) Child in proh. sex act-comp. svc. remove
A2133 (Van Drew,J) Worker's comp-incr for hand or food loss
A2524 (Van Drew,J) St. coll. personnel-concerns
A2614 (Van Drew,J) Natl Guard memb-prov. unpaid leave
A2807 (Wolfe,D) Sch Constr. Corp.-concerns investigation
A2813 (Stack,B) Transp. Trust Fd. Auth. Act-concerns
A2821 (Chivukula,U) Site remediation grants-concerns
A2825 (Quigley,J) Sports & Exposition Auth.-expands memb
A2827 Aca (1R) (Sires,A) Cigarette tax rev. bonds-fd. cert. proj.
A2832 (Quigley,J) Driv. when lic. revoked-enhance penal.
A2842 (Quigley,J) Pub. office forfeiture-concerns
A2850 (Gordon,R) Plastic Container Recycling Enhancement
A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (Gordon,R) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees
AJR75 (Johnson,G) Anne Frank-honors her life

Third Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2828 Aca (1R) (Quigley,J) Cigarette tax rev. bonds-fd. cert. proj.
A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (Cohen,N) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A247 Aca (1R) (Gregg,G) Tickets of admission-concerns resale
A460 (Lampitt,P) Campus security plans-higher ed. instit.
A1196 (Van Drew,J) PERS-concerns reenrollment
A1896 Acs (ACS) (Van Drew,J) Underground storage tanks-concerns
A2819 (Chivukula,U) Auto. insur. underwriting rules-concerns
A2821 (Vas,J) Site remediation grants-concerns
Fourth Prime Sponsors Added: (cont'd)

A2838 (Van Drew,J) MV repairs-regulates use, cert. parts
A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (Cohen,N) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees
ACR181 (Merkt,R) Senate & Assembly-change memb. term.
AJR104 (Gregg,G) Rett Syndrome Awareness Day-desig.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (Burzichelli,J) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1896 Acs (ACS) (Albano,N) Underground storage tanks-concerns
A2322 Aca (1R) (Albano,N) Victims of crime-revise statutes
A2819 (Quigley,J) Auto. insur. underwriting rules-concerns
A2828 Aca (1R) (Quigley,J) Cigarette tax rev. bonds-fd. cert. proj.
A2900/2818 Acs (ACS) (Burzichelli,J) UMDNJ-concern bd. of trustees
ACR184 (Doherty,M) Emerg. truck rules, extension-concurs

Tenth Prime Sponsors Added:

AR138/139/140 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Albano,N) US ports-opposes sale to Dubai Ports

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S168 Sca (1R) (Cryan,J) Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance
S834 (Slonder,L) Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic.
S1047 (Munoz,E) Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R) (Panter,M) Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act
S1181 Sca (1R) (Vandervalk,C) Foreclosure procedures-concerns
S1248 (Payne,W) Sex offender-allow release of info.

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S168 Sca (1R) (DeCroce,A) Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance
S834 (Van Drew,J) Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic.
S1047 (Chivukula,U) Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R) (Burzichelli,J) Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act
S1181 Sca (1R) (Roberts,J) Foreclosure procedures-concerns
S1248 (Manzo,L) Sex offender-allow release of info.

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S834 (Dancer,R) Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic.
S1047 (Cruz-Perez,N) Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R) (Thompson,S) Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act
S1248 (Whelan,J) Sex offender-allow release of info.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1047 (Gregg,G) Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R) (Kean,S) Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act
S1248 (Johnson,G) Sex offender-allow release of info.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1047 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S834  (Beck,J; Conners,J)  Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic.
S1047  (Cryan,J; Vas,J; Diegnan,P; Bateman,C; Van Drew,J; Conners,J; Conaway,H)  Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
S1049/1472 ScsAa (SCS/1R)  (Manzo,L; McKeon,J; Gordon,R; Scalera,F; Epps,C; Cruz-Perez,N; Prieto,V; Gusciora,R; Whelan,J; Greenstein,L; Beck,J; Conners,J; Conaway,H; Hackett,M; Vas,J)  Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act
S1181 Sca (1R)  (Watson Coleman,B; Bateman,C; Gusciora,R; Conners,J; Conaway,H)  Foreclosure procedures-concerns
S1248  (O'Toole,K; Rumpf,B; Chivukula,U; Stack,B)  Sex offender-allow release of info.

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:

*Effective March 1, 2006

Council on Armed Forces and Veterans' Affairs:
Honorable Larry Chatzidakis (8)

Criminal Disposition Commission:
Honorable Richard A. Merkt (25)

New Jersey State Museum Board of Trustees:
Honorable Marcia A. Karrow (23)

Fire Safety Commission:
Honorable Sean T. Kean (11)

New Jersey Intergovernmental Relations Commission:
Honorable Peter J. Biondi (16)
Honorable Richard A. Merkt (25)

*Effective March 13, 2006

State House Commission:
Honorable Louis M. Manzo (31), to replace Honorable Reed Gusciora (15)

The Assembly adjourned at 6:11 P.M. to meet again on Tuesday, March 21, 2006 (JOINT SESSION, To Receive Governor's Budget Message).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

S168 Sca (1R)  Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+1  Alco. bev. permits, special-issuance
S834  Karcher,E/Palaia,J+2  Interstate Compact for Horse Racing Lic.
S1047  Vitale,J/Kean,T+7  Devel. Disab. Div. fac.-concerns
S1181 Sca (1R)  Gill,N/Vandervalk,C+5  Foreclosure procedures-concerns
S1248  Vitale,J/Madden,F+6  Sex offender-allow release of info.
Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (3/13/06):

None